
HOW TO HELP STUDENTS DEVELOP CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS

Here are some interesting ways of teaching critical thinking skills with any You want to develop essential questions here,
ones that inspire a.

Looking for more information on classroom strategies? Becoming aware of them is what makes critical
thinking possible. When you evaluate information critically especially information meant to sell something ,
you can avoid falling prey to unethical companies and people. Here are a few key basic question you can ask
when approaching any problem: What do you already know? Encouraging Creativity: Rather than providing
detailed directions for students to complete an activity, simple make available any necessary materials, then
step back and allow kids to use their creativity. Compare and Contrast Much like classifying, students will
need to look closely at each topic or object they are comparing and really think about the significance of each
one. Socratic Seminars: Socratic seminars are wonderful tools for facilitating in-depth student conversations
based on a given text. Brainstorm Before Everything You Do One of the easiest and most effective ways to get
young children to think critically is to brainstorm. The whole group discussion at the end of the lesson is very
powerful and an excellent way to get students collaborating. So how do we build these important abilities in
students? These attitudes include: Ignorant certainty. Naive relativism is the belief that there is no truth and all
arguments are equal  In just one hour, you'll learn how to set up your to-do list, calendar, note-taking system,
file management, and more â€” the smart way. According to the Critical Thinking Community , critical
thinking includes both information processing skills how information is sought and treated and the habit of
using those skills to make real-world decisions. This is the simplest and easiest strategy to start implementing
in your classroom right now. These hands-on experiences provide an integral foundation for later abstract
critical thinking. Oftentimes, students will learn from each other, which can eliminate confusion and
misunderstandings. When students collaborate with their peers, they take ownership of their work, which
promotes independence and critical thinking. Critical thinking often happens when children have time to
practice making choices, plan their time, or create from nothing. Take, for example, a study showing the
health benefits of a sugary cereal. Community Toolbox contributor Phil Rabinowitz explains that critical
thinking is an essential skill for 21st-century citizens, since it involves analyzing, questioning and challenging
situations, issues and information of all kinds. Students are expected to listen to and respond to their peers, and
each student participates in the conversation while the teacher facilitates discussion and remains neutral. Break
students into small groups of four, where each has a role as a summarizer, question generator, clarifier or
predictor. Comparison Charts and Venn Diagrams help assess this type of thinking. For older children, ask
critical thinking questions and provide enough information so they don't get frustrated, but not so much that
you solve the problem for them. From Newton to Einstein to Yitang Zhang , questioning assumptions is where
innovation happens. Pause and wait. To get anywhere in college classes especially upper-level ones , you have
to think critically about the material. Ask open-ended questions. One activity I like to use in my classroom is a
mystery game. According to Educational Psychologist Dr. Equally important in the decision-making process
is the ability to think critically. What are you overlooking? For younger children, patiently readjusting and
maneuvering to grasp a toy on their own encourages continued problem solving and develops executive
functioning skills. Taking time to allow your child to navigate problems is integral to developing your child's
critical thinking skills in the long run. Try counting silently to 60 while your child is thinking, before
intervening or speaking. Are there any important tips I missed? That is, until you learn that a sugary cereal
company funded it. Moment to moment, most thinking happens automatically. Or did it?


